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ORGASM AND THE LONG

TWENTI ETH CENTU RY

,. ill~'Nl1without ideology.

nA\!1Il HALP ERI N, "Historicizing the Sexual Body"

Ii.II does queer theory teach us about orgasm? The global roaming sys-
It III rh.u has been the nearest thing to a methodology that queer theory
kl'l "..poused to date, the way its attraction to the abject, the subaltern,
,11"I'lll'lllric, and the minoritarian deems no subject so outre as to be al-
r!JW" u-r out of bounds, might suggest that orgasm, with its affinities for

.md rhose relations, both personal and impersonal, to which sex gives
IIW. would fall easily and squarely inside a queer theoretical purview.
IleIyl'l queer theory-by which I mean those posthumanist and anti-

IcI,11111 <Irian critical approaches that are energized by thinking against
Ii" pi .rct ices, temporalities, and modes of being through which sexu-
till y lidS been normatively thought-has had next to nothing to say of
Itlg,ISIII. I say next to nothing rather than plain nothing since, reading
1,,-1WI'I'IIthe lines, it is possible to detect a whiff of the queer theoreti-
I .rl d 1.,111 issal of orgasm, so subtextual and sotto voce I hesitate to call it
I ',11 "lid, in which orgasm gets aligned with the normal, against which
II" '1111'1'1' defines itself.' It is necessarily difficult to give a citational sense

I 1\ 1',I.tt ilig 1'_I(""l'lilllt III lilt, 1111(, of <1(1('('1'.uuip.uhy toward orgasm is Aaron
1t.'1 nk V'N I t,dd ~~f,I:111 1111 11t'11 .. Iito' 1',II,tI II I '1111'1'1 "1',11 (. I.. Ill'g,ISIIt" «?"(,I'r'sjlOce, 17),



2 INTRODUCTION

of what I am describing, but a genealogical account of the dismissal of
orgasm as inadequately queer might begin with the work of two promi-
nent members of queer theory's tag-wrestling team, Michel Foucault and
Gilles Deleuze, both of whom associate orgasm with the normalizing
forces their critical projects differently counter.

No Orgasm, Please, We're Theoretical

Refusing the idea that sex speaks in the tongue of liberation, Foucault
famously argues that sex remains a crucial point of purchase for modern
power, less because it is prohibited, denied, and censored than because it
is an important node in the strategic expansion and multiplication of the
networks of power that characterize modern liberal societies. Foucault's
thinking is, of course, much more centrally organized around the notion
of sexuality than orgasm per se. Yet on those few occasions when he does
consider orgasm specifically, he identifies it as an erotic phenomenon
particularly bound to the regulatory and normalizing aspects of modern
sexuality, Arguing against a liberationist tradition that privileges sex as
a resource for getting out from under the repressive operations of power,
and therefore as a potential zone of freedom, Foucault makes it clear that
orgasm must not be misrecognized as the truthful confession of bodily
pleasure. Rather, he insists that orgasm be seen as yet another of the ges-
tures or techniques by which power battens down the body and, through
a strategic dissemination of the body's capacities and proclivities, disci-
plines pleasure's unchoreographed potential into the normalizing opera-
tion of desire. "The most important elements of ani erotic art linked to
our knowledge about sexuality," writes Foucault, "are not to be sought
in the ideal, promised to us by medicine, of a healthy sexuality, nor in
the humanist dream of a complete and flourishing sexuality, and cer-
tainly not in the lyricism of orgasm and the good feelings ofbio-energy
(these are but aspects of its normalizing utilization)."? In an important
interview in which he elaborates his argument in the first volume of The
History of Sexuality, Foucault goes so far as to link the processes of self-

texts, See, for instance, John Paul Ricco's critique of RClsky's claim, made on the
grounds that his championing of orgasm as it '1"1'(" fl,.IlII"· " inrx I,k .rhly linked
III his promol ion of ill(' slispil'iolisly iI~stl11il,lIl11nl~1 v"IIII'~ ,If "", lv.u Y: rouununit y,
1.1111'1inl,',s"h!("'1 iVI' union" (I.oW'· ,,(d,ll 1.,,,_, 101')

• [00 '111'.11 Iii , 01( 1/"1011 O(,'o'I."'II'''(~,,.
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invention that he advocates through the production of new pleasures at
the level of the body with the renunciation of orgasm, specifically male
orgasm. "Look at what Pascal Bruckner and Alain Finkielkraut say in
The New Love Disorder, in which there are pages specifically on plea-
sure and the necessity of detaching oneself from the virile form of plea-
sure commanded [commande] by orgasm [joulssance] in the ejaculatory
and masculine sense of the term." 3 In direct refutation of Marxist and
psychoanalytic traditions of liberationist thought, Foucault specifically
aligns orgasm with normalizing, disciplinary power, enigmatically sug-
gesting that effective resistance to such power depends on the strategic
occupancy of nonorgasmic pleasures.
Often associated with his contemporary Foucault, on the basis of

their Nietzschean commitment to genealogical inquiry and their aver-
sion to the psychoanalytic paradigms that dominated leftist thinking
about social transformation, Deleuze (with Felix Guattari) also works
to enunciate an alternate economy, a different rhizomatic conceptualiza-
tion of desire that, by being open to the transversal energies and mutat-
ing potentialities of things, deterritorializes the arborescent structures
of Western thought. Deleuze and Foucault famously differ on their defi-
nitions of desire and pleasure. In a series of notes drafted in 1977, which
were intended for but never delivered to Foucault, Deleuze writes:

The last time we saw each other, Michel told me, with much kindness
and affection, something like, I cannot bear the word desire; even if
you use it differently, I cannot keep myself from thinking or living
that desire = lack, or that desire is repressed. Michel added, whereas
myself, what I call pleasure is perhaps what you call desire; but in any
case I need another word than desire. Obviously, once again, this is
more than a question of words. Because for my part I can scarcely tol-
erate the word pleasure.'

While the divergences between the larger critical projects of Foucault
and Deleuze support the idea that the standoff between the two thinkers
is not reducible to "a question of words," it is notable that their respec-
Iivc Iramings of pleasure and desire coincide in figuring orgasm in the
svrvice of the forces of social control." Whereas Foucault understands

I· 101'"',11111, "'1'111'("IY S'"'IIl'(·, .. 1')7,
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desire as normative, something associated with judicial regulation and
medical taxonomization, for Deleuze it is a productive, positive, and so-
cial force that exceeds the organism and eludes systems of signifiance
and subjectification. Whereas Foucault understands pleasure as experi-
mental and resolutely nondisciplinary, Deleuze refers to "the external
rule of pleasure," representing it as an impediment to desire's improvisa-
tional capacity to form connections and generate intensities." Foucault
advocates pleasure for its potential to shatter the psychic structures that
bind bodies to sexual identities via processes of subjectification, while
Deleuze promotes desire for much the same reason, dismissing pleasure
as "the only means for a person or a subject to 'find itself again' in a pro-
cess that surpasses it." 7 Although Deleuze and Foucault argue that sex
is only one instantiation of desire and pleasure, respectively, they are
nevertheless in emphatic agreement that orgasm exemplifies the term
each disparages and is therefore, by being structured in dominance, at
odds with the progressive projects of social transformation that each
proposes.

In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze develops with Guattari the notion
of the plateau to express a form ungoverned by standard organizational
principles, such as hierarchy, sequence, and totalization, "a continuous,
self-Vibrating region of intensities whose development avoids anyorien-
tation toward a culmination point or external end."" Deleuze and Guat-
tari borrow this terminology from Gregory Bateson's mid-twentieth-
century anthropological studies of Balinese culture. Noting across a
range of Balinese musical and theatrical forms a tendency to elaborate

ality" and Deleuze's "agencements of desire" on the grounds that Deleuze never
significantly departed from Marxist and psychoanalytic models of repressive power
and consequently remained optimistic that eroticism might operate in the service
of emancipation. Grace, "Faux Amis," 60.

6. Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 155.
7· Deleuze, "Desire and Pleasure," 190,

8. Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 22, Although he does not cite
Deleuze as an influence, Mario Perniola's antihumanistic championing of "the
thing that feels" similarly depends on the ability "to free oneself o{orgasmomania,"
something that depends in turn on one's ability to sustain what hc' c.tlls "SI'Xpla-
teaux." As Perniola writes, "To feel like a thing Ihat ft'I'I~1lI('.III~fil'I "I.tli 1111'1'1110111
ciparion {rom all instrumental conccprion of '('\I"tI "_I'llrflll'IIj .1i,1I 1t,llIlI.tlly 1'1111
sici('l's it din'! I('cil!lwal'cil hi' .ur.unnu-m III III'~·II~III." PI'l'lllol .., I~, \~\"I'I"",{ "(,;,,,
I"",H,"I/,'. I, 1.
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a formal structure from the relations between duration and intensifica-
tion, rather than from the rising climactic compositions he deems char-
acteristic of Western aesthetic forms, Bateson detects a similar pattern in
Balinese child-rearing practices, where parents discourage outbursts of
infantile affect: "The perhaps basically human tendency towards cumu-
lative personal interaction is thus muted. It is possible that some sort
of continuing plateau of intensity is substituted for climax as the child
becomes more fully adjusted to Balinese life."9 Drawing on Bateson's
observations, Deleuze and Guattari in turn champion the notion of the
plateau to describe unalloyed intensities "constituted in such a way that
they do not allow themselves to be interrupted by any external termina-
tion, any more than they allow themselves to build toward a climax." 10

Once again, as for Foucault, orgasm is the handy instantiation of a libidi-
nal economy that must be abandoned. Insensitive to the logics of the
plateau and a prime example of the way pleasure reroutes desire as dis-
charge, orgasm is singled out by Deleuze and Guattari as "a mere fact,
a rather deplorable one, in relation to desire in pursuit of its principle." II

9. Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind, 85·
10. Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 158. Interestingly, when Deleuze

and Cuattari directly cite a phrase from this passage of Bateson's, they interpolate
the word "sexual" into his text in square brackets, using it to modify "climax" and
thereby overdetermine a focus on erotic practice, In the passage Deleuze and Guat-
tari cite, however, Bateson himself specifically avoids making any such claim for
Balinese sexual culture: "This cannot at present be clearly documented for sexual
relations, but there are indications that a plateau type of sequence is characteristic
for trance and quarrels" (Steps to an Ecology of Mind, 85). An orientalizing presump-
t ion of Balinese sexual alterity seems to motivate other Deleuzian scholars to follow
Deleuze and Guattari's characterization of Bateson's work. Their translator Brian
Massumi, for example, claims: "The word 'plateau' comes from an essay by Gregory
Hateson on Balinese culture, in which he found a libidinal economy quite differ-
cnt from the West's orgasmic orientation" ("Translator's Foreword," in A Thousand
P[ateaus, xiv).

II. Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 156, See also Deleuze's seminar
"I )ualism, Monism and Multiplicities (Desire-Pleasure-jouissance )," delivered at
lilt' University of Paris seven years prior to the publication of A Thousand Plateaus,
IIIwhich he bemoans desire's [ate to be "measured as a function of a unit that is not
II~ tlWII, which will 1)(' pll'''~lIn' or till' org,lsm, which assures its discharge." The
lI,tlillt·~(,('III1l('plllftlll' pl,II(·illll.,11I11y,'1 1111'1011'1' bill, referencing ancient Chinese
nlloillil.·, 1)(01"11/ .•' pl'lllllllin ill_lt'jlll till' v.rlu« III' tlow: "( )'II'llOI'IOWS" flow, Dill'
Ih~II"i8 ii I!IIW, ('III' .lcofi"C'~ ,11'1111' fil'leIIIi 1111111,1111'111I' "I "1..,111'. lit 11,1.,111111II>whulr
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No wonder then, given this commitment to an "erotology of plateaus,"
that Annie Potts represents the Deleuzian Body without Organs in terms
of "the non-teleological, non-climactic, continuously 'becoming' Body
without Orgasm." 12

In linking orgasm to the normalizing and striating strategies of mod-
ern power, in characterizing it as an effect of the regulation and rigid i-
fication of sexuality, Foucault and Deleuze explicitly exclude orgasm
from any repertoire of progressive practices. On account of its defini-
tional centrality to everyday understandings of sex, its routinization and
reification of genitally focused sensation and its ready availability to the
psychologizing and medicalizing discourses of normalization, orgasm
is knitted up with the disciplinary system that has, as Leo Bersani puts
it, "until now taught us what sex is" and is consequently the very oppo-
site of pleasure in the Foucauldian sense." On account of its habituated,
teleological character, its allegiance to discharge, rather than intensifica-
tion, and its molar organization, orgasm is always a reterritorialization of
the subject disarranged by desire, and is consequently the very epitome
of pleasure in the Deleuzian sense.
Although nowhere as significant in terms of shaping queer theoreti-

cal formations, no doubt in large part because of its deeply ambivalent
relation to feminism, the work of Jean BaudriUard and, in particular, his
spirited rejection of orgasm, a polemic that organizes itself primarily
around the enigmatic promise of "seduction," takes as its most charged
actor the anorgasmic woman." Baudrillard figures orgasm as seduction's

,
pleasure, orgasm,jouissance are defined as veritable suspensions or interruptions,
That is, not as the satisfaction of desire, but as the contrary: an exasperation of the
process that makes desire come out of its own immanence, i.e., its own produc-
tivity" ("Dualism, Monism and Multiplicities," 96, 98),

12, Potts, The Science / Fiction of Sex, 248-49.
[3. Bersani, Homos, 81.
14, Despite the avowed flexibility of "seduction" as a conceptual term, its criti-

cal reception has been notably marked by feminist reservations and even skepti-
cism about the strategic value of associating the feminine with the seductive play of
signs, with artifice, masquerade, and nothingness, while reducing women's sexual
liberation struggles to a masculinist endgame. Victoria (;r;ll'l' l·.llilillll~ .lg.riI1SI thc
feminist dismissal of Baudrillarrl's provocative ~1I1',I:I·'tt"II",1111\\'1'\"'1, ,tlld "'"ds

S('dlll'li()1l in u-rms ofa radical dl'slli>j('('lifil,lIit'lI 111,11'" IIi \ill"", 1,',,11'1111111"111. '11'1-

10(,11", /1,1111/"//'"'/" I I"dl""!i", l"III'l 1.r".V II,,· fiflh 1111111'1'1, "'['It" III"vlT,",lq ~,~rlllI"

. "It 1111 ,
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other, as everything seduction is not. "The law of seduction takes the
form of an uninterrupted ritual exchange where seducer and seduced
constantly raise the stakes in a game that never ends," he writes, "Sex,
on the other hand, has a quick, banal end: the orgasm, the immediate
form of desire's realization." 15 Against the presumptive rightness of or-
gasm's closural economies, Baudrillard spruiks instead the open-ended
and contingent pleasures of sex not scripted by orgasm. "Sexual plea-
sure too is reversible," writes Baudrillard. "In the absence or denial of
the orgasm, superior intensity is possible. It is here, where the end of sex
becomes aleatory again, that something arises that can be called seduc-
lion or delight." 16 On the one hand, there is seduction, with its endless,
supple allegiances to the instability of play; on the other-always "on
the other," the crude oppositional posture seduction excavates - there is
the dull banality of orgasm, with its predictable arrest of desire.
Because the presumed value of orgasm is drawn from an intrinsically

masculine economy, Baudrillard has the most to say about female or-
gasm - the orgasm that, for very different reasons, most occupies our
post-sexological culture, But whereas such post-sexological discourses
speak to the value of female orgasm, disseminate information and advice
about how best to secure one, and extol the importance, even the neces-
sity, of a woman's taking sexual pleasure in this form, Baudrillard sug-
gests rather that women defer or even reject orgasm, going so far as to
argue that the recent call for women's access to orgasmic pleasure, most
commonly heard in the progressive cadences of feminism or sexual lib-
cration, is designed to organize the feminine as a sex, to fix it in a struc-
lure of binary difference and to have women identify with the category
of their domination: "It is because femininity secretly prevails that it
must be recycled and normalized (in sexual liberation in particular). And
in the orgasm." 17 Once again, orgasm is the figure used to demonstrate
Ihat liberation does not mark a break from but is continuous with strate-
~ics of domination whose most effective technique is not coercion but
11< irrnalization.
The idea of orgasm as the site or sign of normative acquiescence to

hroad structures of social control so marked in influential works of high
Ihl'Ory also secures a general currency in progressive critical thought,

1\, Il.lItci"ll.ml, S"'/III'I;OIl, 22,

1(, 11,11 Irl I ill.url, .\'".111(1;1111, IK,
11.111111"1.1111, ,'".111,-""11,17
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as can be seen, for example, in Stephen Heath's The Sexual Fix.18 For
Heath, the fix we're in as modern sexual subjects is that we are required
to recognize ourselves in relation to a narrowly defined understanding
of sexuality, the terms of which then come to define full human poten-
tial, autonomy, and even liberation. By referencing the sexological medi-
calization of sex and its production, via the invention of perversions, of
sexual normativity, the psychoanalytic revelation of the sexual as the
underbelly of conscious life and the key to our interiorized subjectivities,
and the popular therapeutic conflation of sexual function with pleasure
or fulfillment or freedom, Heath traces the ways in which we are inter-
pellated as modern sexual citizens, defining this as the sexual fix. While
the sexual fix can be identified across a range of discourses and asserts its
influence via various strategies, one singular thing emerges as its exem-
plaryexpression. Heath writes, "Orgasm, in short, is the key manoeuvre
in the sexual fix." 19 For Heath, the discursive centrality of orgasm for dis-
cussions of sexuality testifies to the way it becomes the standard unit of
measurement for sexuality, producing, as a consequence, the normative
sexual subject. "The 'sexual revolution,'" he writes, "has produced and
been caught up in a whole discourse of 'the orgasm,' a whole elaboration
and representation, a standard of sexual life." 20 Refusing the frequent
connection between orgasm and the cultural project of sexual liberation,
which claims orgasm as evidence of the emancipated sexual subject,
Heath argues instead that such liberatory discourses obscure the degree
to which orgasm functions as a regulatory measure that establishes nor-
mative and standardized definitions of sexual identity and experience. It
follows, then, that the cultural expression of sexuality is, for Heath, en-
tirely consistent with regimes of liberal power. Modern sexual subjects
are compelled to experience their freedom as sexual self-expression,
where that self-expression is always already in the service of the usual
suspects of progressive critique: the heteronormative sex-gender sys-
tem; strictly privatized and domesticated understandings of autonomy
and freedom; commodification and the free circulation of capital.
Across a wide range of queer-and, more generally, leftist-critical

projects, then, orgasm is figured in the register of normativity," Asso-

18, Heath, The Sexual Fix.

I,), l lc.uh, '{'II<' Snllall·i\', (i~.
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ciated with regulation and control, with standardization and the status
quo, orgasm is always in the service of systems of social oppression. This
theoretical aversion for orgasm is worth questioning, however, given
that orgasm is, as I will demonstrate, an irregular and unpredictable
formation that might more readily be understood to assist critical ap-
proaches that revel in rather than "work to domesticate the incoherence,
at once affective and conceptual, that's designated by 'sex.''' 22 Moreover,
although the official queer disidentification with orgasm might make it
seem perverse or just plain unproductive, I start with queer theory here
in order to mark or remember the beginnings of my coming to think
about orgasm as a scholarly object. After all, it was queer theoretical
protocols or tendencies that substantialized orgasm for me as a node of
critical attention in the first place and queer theoretical impulses, too,
that made me persist in thinking with and through orgasm even when it
seemed that orgasm was constituted by queer theory as its bad object.
X marks the spot.

What Does Queer Theory Teach Us about Orgasm?

"What does queer theory teach us about X?" is, of course, Lauren Ber-
lant and Michael Warner's question, the title of one of their cowritten
essays, the form of which my opening sentence borrows and to which my
spot-marking X now slantingly returns." Mindful of the ways in which
questions about the political efficacy of queer theoretical approaches
are often enough bent on restoring the gay-affirmative paradigms that
queer theory critiques, Berlant and Warner nevertheless argue that ques-
tions about what queer theory can add to our understanding or knowl-
edge also arise from circumstances of political urgency. Recalling that
Ihey have each been asked at different moments how queer theory might

III Ihis respect. Opposed to the phallic orgasm - "All sexual acts have an 'aim' which
gives them their meaning; they are organised into preliminary caresses which will
eventually crystallise in the necessary ejaculation, the touchstone of pleasure" - he
'fl""ks in favor of the anal orgasm: "There is an independent anal orgasm, unre-
Ltit,d 10 ejaculation. This anal orgasm has only brief moments of social existence,
lOll Ih"s(' occusions where it is able 10 take advantage of a temporary disappearance
"I glldt-illdlll'lng rcpu-ssion" (1I(JI/IOJI',\lIa/I)(',lire, 95,100),

, io:(lt-IIII.tI1, "lvvcr Alil'I'," ,17'"
',. III'd,liil ~IndWill'IICt, "Wllill I )1I1'~ l.)III'CI'TIi':IIl'y'Il:.llh lis .11111111X?"
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assist in thinking differently about a range of stuff - "twelve-step pro-
grams," "the power of new markets," and "spirituality" -Berlant and
Warner strip those inquiries back to a basic collective form uninflected
by any particular investment in this or that knowledge project: "What
does queer theory teach us about X?" 24Despite the convention by which
X represents any unknown quantity or unnamed person, Berlant and
Warner's X is not a placeholder, an empty term whose vacuity registers
beyond itself an immense constellation of other objects, practices, and
traditions that might, by being inserted in its place, enjoy the attentions
of queer theory'S critical flexibility.They know that queer theory is not
a coherent system: it is not an analytic blueprint or a set of agreed prac-
tices and protocols through which any manner of matter can be reliably
processed. Rather, in Berlant and Warner's question, X holds open the
question of queer theory's political usefulness-holds it open by fram-
ing it as a question that cannot be answered in this iteration, the final X
insisting on the form and the force of the question while withholding its
specific content.
The value of this question, for Berlant and Warner, is less the episte-

mological yield it promises in terms of an answer than the performative
vigor that attaches to its interrogatory form, what its being asked makes
happen. "As difficult as it would be to spell out programmatic content
for an answer," they write, "this simple question still has the power to
wrench frames."25To ask what queer theory teaches us about orgasm,
then, is not to sit back in expectation of an answer so much as to offer up,
by way of a provocation, the idea that queer theory and orgasm might be
co-relevant, might usefully extend each other's expected reach. It is to
take up a "simple question" without repudiating it as the dumb question
for which such simple questions are often mistaken. It is to risk seem-
ing naive, even backward, about queer scholarly knowledges or codes
of critical inquiry. It is to seem not to know, for example, that orgasm's
high cultural valuation depends on the extent to which it is domesti-
cated as the basis for sexual encounters whose value derives from the
fact that they define and sustain relationships deemed socially respon-
sible (ideally marital, minimally stable, and monogamous) or that the
long-standing but increasingly implausible connect ion IWIween orgasm
and political transformation depends Oil it lihcrat il II,ist II Ild"I'';t,,"dill~ of
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power that queer theory foundationally refutes. Yet sticking with queer
theory'S pro-sex, antinormative energies promises to open up a differ-
ent set of terms, a different range of critical preoccupations, for thinking
about orgasm. Similarly, sticking with orgasm promises to disrupt the
consolidation of what can sometimes feel like queer theoretical compla-
cencies around what objects or events deserve critical attention, around
which types of sexual actors or sexual practices most counter normative
values and institutions, around what selfhood, community, ethics, and
politics look and feel like.
Initially I gravitated to orgasm as a way of thinking about sex, of

bringing out the sex in sexuality studies. Despite the increasing amount
of humanities scholarship during the 1990S on sexuality - on homopho-
bia, on sexual representation, on histories of sexuality, on sexual com-
modification - about sex itself, it seemed there was relatively little to
say.Against the frequently and strategically made lesbian and gay claims
that homosexuality was about much more than sex-in some articula-
tions, even, that being gay was not about sex- queer theory was more
willing to pay attention to sex, to think about it not as incidental or pri-
vate but as a site of intense engagement with social and psychic worlds
and to lay critical claim to the pleasures of sex alongside its negative
affects." Although queer theoretical approaches have productively en-
gaged sex, not stopping short of "filthy gay sex," as an object or form
of knowledge, there has recently been some suggestion that, when it
eomes to sex, we are all talked out." When a queer scholar can worry
that "the academic vogue of writing about sex is over," it becomes clear
Ihat, where queer sex is involved, a little goes a long way.28Although it
seldom seems so for those involved, it is often the case that even a little

26, In a gay liberationist articulation of this strategy, given as a keynote address
III 1970 to a National Gay Liberation Front student conference, Charles Thorp pro-
moted "gay" over "homosexual," on the basis that the latter punitively defined a
,lass or person on the basis of the sex they had, whereas the former understood
('X .IS just one aspect of a holistically comprehended lifestyle: "Homosexual is a
II 'li~llI concept of us as sexual. Therefore, we are in a sexual category and become

01 "'XlloIlminority and are dealt with in this way legally, socially, economically, and
I ,,11111 ,Illy . , , rather than as an ethnic group, a people! But the word Gay has come
1111111',111 (hy sln'l'l usage) a life style in which we are not just sex machines" ("LD.,
I C,IIIt'1 ,ltip,,,ul Vioh-nce," I~I).

11.,lp'·l'In, "'hili no (7,tl',\f,'" Ir:llld')l.
K, l.hvuk,"(~I'IIII" 11t.\lnh,lpPY," ~ll'
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queer sex registers as too much. Exemplary in its excessive attentiveness
to the material practices of sex - and no less exemplary for being queer
avant la lettre - Leo Bersani's firecracker of an essay "Is the Rectum a
Grave?" opens with the proposition that "there is a big secret about sex:
most people don't like it." 29 Taking the AIDS epidemic as his galvanizing
context, Bersani makes a spectacle of anal sex between men, memora-
bly invoking the "seductive and intolerable image of a grown man, legs
high in the air, unable to refuse the suicidal ecstasy of being a woman,"
an image that might now be regarded as one of queer theory's primal
scenes."
Bersani's essay is widely read as promoting an antipastoral, anti-

redemptive understanding of sex. This is not a misreading. In "Is the
Rectum a Grave?" Bersani is profoundly skeptical of the widespread
tendency, both liberal and radical, to champion sex for the progres-
sive values or interventions it allegedly enacts or enables. He refuses to
legitimate sexual pleasure by indexing it to political subversion, bull-
ishly insisting on the contrary that "the inestimable value of sex" is to be
sought instead in the fact that it is "at least in certain of its ineradicable
aspects - anticommunal, antiegalitarian, antinurturing, antiloving." 31
Yet in fixing so fast to the terms of Bersani's conclusion, "that the value
of sexuality itself is to demean the seriousness of efforts to redeem it," we
miss registering the fact that he arrives there by way of a studied effort to

29, Bersani, "Is the Rectum a Grave?" 197.
30. Bersani, "Is the Rectum a Grave?" 2I2. Bersani's essay has generated a rich

field of critical response, Unsurprisingly, his schematic reading of gay men in terms
of straight women, anuses in terms of vaginas, has given rise to a significant femi-
nist response that contests and further complicates his gendering of sexual encoun-
ters and body parts, See, for example, Carole-Ann Tyler's insistence that vaginal sex
is no less likely to effect self-shattering than the anal sex between men that Bersani
prioritizes, Ann Cvetkovich's contestation of Bersani's work in relation to think-
ing through questions of butch-femme erotic touch and receptivity, and Mandy
Merck's resistance to Bersani's gendered segregation of the vagina from the anus
on the grounds that women have both. See Carole-Ann Tyler, "Boys will Be Girls";
Cvetkovich, An Archive of Fee Zings, 61-82; Merck, In Your Face, '4R '7(,.

See also Janet Halley's reading of Bersani's essay as a 1l()llf('lllillisl ('n~a~t'rnent
with cultural feminist understandings of powt'r alld ,,'X ,11111I,,·, ,"l1sI''IIII'11ibrief
reformulation of his points, fil'si [rom ,I '1111'('1' h'lIIjlll~1 PI'INI'('I'IIV(' ,1".1 t lu-n I'1Il111 .1
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think about sex on its own terms, rather than as a cipher for other, more
serious, matters." After all, one of the scandals of Bersani's attention to
anal sex is his specification of those "legs high in the air," a specification
that insists on anal sex not as an abstract category of sexual practice but
as a specific embodied act that occurs this time in a certain way even
though it might have happened otherwise, those lofted legs economi-
cally sketching something of the disposition of two bodies in particular
relation to each other, their respective balance and weight, their consti-
tution of a scene rather than a statistical incident.
Bersani's essay is a sustained critique of what he refers to as "a fren-

zied epic of displacements," attempts, both homophobic and antihomo-
phobic, to register sex as always really and more significantly about
something else." Thus he bemoans the ease with which gay interpreta-
tive communities read promiscuous casual sex as a democratic celebra-
tion of difference or convert the male attraction to macho, muscled, erect
bodies into a knowing resistance to phallocentrism, calling instead for
an attention to the sexual body and "the acts in which it engages," acts
such as "the concrete practice of fellatio and sodomy," for instance."
He cautions against those interpretative strategies that "turn our atten-
tion away from the body," those moments in which "attention is turned
away from the kinds of sex people practice."35 (Consider for a moment
the disparity between the frequency of queer theoretical scapegoating
of orgasm as a figure for acquiescence to the dominant cultural order
and the incidence - which is by no means to say the inevitableness - of
orgasm in contemporary queer sexual practice.) Despite Bersani's cau-
tion, however, the ways his essay has been taken as a provocation to
rethink notions of community and social relations (its line of thought
most recently hardened off and reified as "the antisocial thesis in queer
theory") suggest that the transubstantiation of sex into matter deemed
more immediately or more recognizably political is such an entrenched
critical practice that it can take as its license even injunctions against
such swerves in attention."

32, Bersani, "Is the Rectum a Grave?" 222.

11. Bersani, "Is the Rectum a Grave?" 220,

,H. lk-rsani, "Is 1Ill' 1\l'l'Ilim a Crave?" 219, 220.
II. Ikl'sani, "Is Iht' 1\,'('111111.1 (;l'itVl'?" 21\), 220,
1(', 1'lIl'it!'t'l"'111 cI,oIltlir IIVI'!' Ih,' valuc oft lu- ,1111isol'ial f()rel'll'('r theory, see Case-

1'1101'1 ul., "Thr AliI i~lIdtd '11U'NI~III {,h11'(' I' '1'1"'1 uy."
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Bersani himself struggles with his commitment to the literal and m
terial practices that constitute sex, most notably in his tendency to rely
on the capacity of orgasm to figure the psychic disaggregation that at
tends what he calls "the jouissance of exploded limits." 37Insisting that
the eroticization of domination and subordination that for him equally
characterizes heterosexual and gay male erotic relations arises directly
from the capacities of the body, "the fantasies engendered by its sexual
anatomy and the specific moves it makes in taking sexual pleasure," Ber-
sani works to demonstrate the "indissociable nature of sexual pleasun
and the exercise or loss of power." 38Drawing on Jean Laplanche's notion
of ebranlemeni to suggest that the more commonly acknowledged male
experience of "sex as self-hyperbole is perhaps a repression of sex as self-
abolition," Bersani's account of self-shattering dwells on the swellings
and detumescences, the gathering together and the flinging wide of one's
substance, that attend "the experience of our most intense pleasures." I~

Despite his call for attention to the concrete materialities of sex acts,
Bersani's broadest point about the operation of sexuality itself and the
potentiality of "jouissance as a mode of ascesis" takes orgasm as its ve-
hicle via the anatomical specificities of the male body's engorgements
and expenditures.'? Nevertheless, insofar as it is an instance of orgasm
being taken as a figure for something other than normativity or un-
queerness, Bersani's influential account is a valuable counter to the anti-
orgasm tendencies of the queer critical tradition. In positing orgasm as
a figure for understanding "the sexual as, precisely, moving between a
hyperbolic sense of self and a loss of all consciousness of self," Bersani

37, Bersani, "Is the Rectum a Grave?" 216.

38. Bersani, "Is the Rectum a Grave?" 216,

39. Bersani, "Is the Rectum a Grave?" 216,
40. Bersani, "Is the Rectum a Grave?" 222. Despite the etymological connec-

tion, jouissance does not narrowly refer to orgasmic or even erotic pleasures, As
Bersani reminds us: "This does not mean, incidentally, that ebranlement is an em-
pirical characteristic of our sexual lives; it means that a masochistic self-shattering
was constitutive of our identity as sexual beings, that it is present, always, not pri-
marily in our orgasms but rather in the terrifying but also exhilarating instability of
human subjectivity" (Bersani et al., "A Conversation with Leo Bersani," 5 6). Yet,
as is clear in a later essay, "Sociability and Cruising," orgasm persists for Bcrsani as
a way of thinking jouissance: "The envied scxu.ili: y j., II,,· It 1""/ /(JI/;\'\<lIII'" of'dying,
as if we thought we miglll 'COI1SI'nl'10 "1';111111 we t 11111.1 ,'1111'1 II "lgol~IIIil,"ly" (II
II,,' NI'I'IIIIII ,I (;',II"'? (,I),
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something of orgasm's complex and contradictory discursive
.urcl hence its availability for rethinking the relationship between

,~ ,I set of bodily practices or techniques and sexuality as a field,
" I'~ychic and regulatory.4! If it sometimes feels difficult within queer
II,.I" "y protocols to secure the recognizability of orgasm as a proper
"I,l.llly object, then that in itself promises much in terms of orgasm's
ul.rhility as a point of critical leverage from which to rearticulate-
lIlt '" prize apart and to pull into new configurations-what we know
111'"1 sexuality, the stories we tell ourselves about sex.

'/ljll( Surrealists, Orgasmists, Tit-in-the-Night Whistlers"

I wrote this book, I was alternately hobbled and energized by an
I\\, .ireness, sometimes even an apprehension, of the aura of oddness
111,11 descends on those who claim to take orgasm seriously, who invest
I"",tined time or energy in thinking about orgasm, those "intellectual
III1Il kpots leaning on a theory, post-surrealists and orgasmists, tit-in-
lilt' night whistlers." 42However reasonable and plausible the motivation
.11 t he onset, it seems there is always the risk that an orgasm-centered
I""ject will run amok, its author marked down in the historical record
,I~ it crackpot. Take Marie Bonaparte, for example, who was analyzed
Ily Sigmund Freud in the 1920S and later made influential contributions
III psychoanalytic theorizations of the acquisition of femininity. Bona-
parte's lifelong pursuit-both theoretical and applied-of vaginal or-
",.Ism included repeated and unsuccessful surgical modification of her
uwn genitals and continues to elicit "amused and dismissive responses
110m many historians and scholars of psychoanalysis." 43Wilhelm Reich,
.rn active member of the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society in the 1920S and
originally encouraged by Freud, does little better. Reich's insistence on
rhc supremacy of the libido above all other psychoanalytic concepts, his
belief that full genital orgasm was the only guarantee of psychic health,
.tlld his later conviction that, with his discovery of orgone energy, he had
.II last isolated and identified the material expression of the libido all re-
Ill"in in the history of ideas" controversial and dubious, if not fantastic

1', IIt'l's:tlli, "I~ lilt, 11\'1'111111 ,I CraVl'?" llR,

,1, 1 lyl.lII 1'1" 1111.1', III 11,'111 y" 'tt'C'1 t·, (, lilly "JIX, illThomas. Sdecwd Letters, l05,

11, Wil Ii"" , ";'" \','1. \''''11)/" /1",11"(, H I
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and insane." 44 Even Alfred Kinsey, despite his huge popular influence,
"is rarely taken seriously as a thinker," in large part because his commit-
ment to empirical data registers most notoriously in his adamance that
orgasm transforms sexual behavior into a quantitative event." If Freud
alone seems to have escaped this trivialization, it is perhaps in part be-
cause he seldom explicitly discusses orgasm."
Several years into my project I was already well versed in the effect

that the disclosure of my research topic reliably produced within con-
texts as varied as an appearance before a university research funding
committee, a conversation with immigration authorities at Heathrow,
and an interview on a breakfast-time television show - an unpredictable
combination of incredulity and jollity, the precise mix of which could be
tweaked up or down to indicate approval or hostility, excitement or dis-
missal, recognition or exclusion. Not since the late 1980s, when I worked
to convince my graduate-studies director of the legitimacy of a lesbian
dissertation topic, had I experienced research as such a volatile exercise
in information management. Even so, I was unprepared for the media
storm that broke in 2006, when, as part of a three-person research team, I
was awarded a national research grant for a sexuality studies project that
included a module on orgasm, Initially the story was about the perceived
conflicts of interest at work in the national funding system, but from the
beginning there was also prominent attention paid to the outlandish-
ness of funding research on orgasm. It was this angle that kept the story
alive across three fevered weeks, drawing a range of responses from
journalists and media commentators, talkback radio audiences, aca-
demics, members of parliament, and even the prime minister. Headlines
read "$48,000 for study into fake orgasm: Grant in addition to $500,000
received by Auckland academic."47 Although I had not anticipated the
levels of public indignation over my project's funding, nor the length of
time this indignation would be sustained and even raised a notch or two,
the various rhetorical twists given the narrative over the next few weeks
were at least familiar enough to me from those skirmishes widely known

44· Pietikainen, "Utopianism in Psychology," '57,
4,. Robinson, The Modemizatioa of Sex, .p.,
46. For a recent attempt to correct Ihis ,dll'W'c! c!1'f'1,1t'III-Y, ~1'l1AIII,tll,lIlI, "The

l'~yl'llllclyl1'"llirs of t )rg.lslIl,"

,17· 11111It I "IIIW''''II, "$,IK,(,tlOJ till' :o.lllCly illlll 1'lIkClI IIIlR.III," ,\1111'/'1)' SIII'- Tlmv»,
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as the culture wars to arrive in an impersonal register. It was all there:
the gross abuse of public funds, still psychically attached to their imagi-
nary source, as can be seen in their being frequently described as the
intimately singular "tax payer's dollar"; the exposure of the queer femi-
nist agenda and its successful infiltration of the highest levels of public
culture; the deterioration of cultural life such that subjects that should
remain behind the quarantine of domestic privacy take center stage; and
the intellectual bankruptcy of academic work that even the most un-
trained member of the public can see through in a second.
While I could not help but note the matter-of-fact aggression with

which I was routinely identified as a lesbian in media contexts where that
classification served automatically to discredit me, I thought I detected
a different kind of feeling vibrating outward from" orgasm," a word that
went into gratifyingly high media use across this period. More than the
usual hostility and anxieties about loss of control that customarily drive
eulture wars and other media panics, the dominant affect here was rather
an amused contempt that anyone might think orgasm a proper object
lor scholarly consideration. This was common currency for most media
reports during this period, but we can take as exemplary the moment
when a leading radio journalist in his weekly interview with the prime
minister tabled as his most persuasive evidence the abstract from my re-
search proposal- to my mind, the most accurate account of my project
Ihat was aired in the media during this time - as if its intricacy made
self-evident everything that was preposterous about its having received
~overnment funding, Occupying his incomprehension as if it were an
.iccurate measure of the deficiencies of my project, this journalist never-
Iheless reinforced something for me in relation to the discursive con-
tours of modern orgasm. It was not simply the hypocrisy of ridiculing
,Inyone investing scholarly time and labor in a subject clearly fascinat-
ing enough to magnetize sustained media attention and public interest.
Morc salutary was his presumption of knowingness about orgasm and
his extension of that presumption to the prime minister and even, beyond
lu-r, ro the anonymous mass of his listeners: the broadcast subtext was
1",11 thcrc is nothing to be said about orgasm because we know it all al-
"',l(ly, (According to this logic, the scholar who attends to orgasm must
'il II III-how have 111 issed out on what is for everyone else common knowl-
,·dl;", I"I' slIdr l!tal has reached Stich levels of saturation that it is syn-
1Il1ylllllll~ with t lit' allt'~('d lxmulit y of popular cult lin'. i\ nd so "Twcn Iy

UlIl''i1ioll'i.'' ;t n'~IIIi1rcolumn ill II lilll'i~'y IIllllltllly IllIlKoII,illt· Ihat ('Olll
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menrs satirically on current affairs, asked, "Couldn't the Marsden Fund
have just bought Annmarie [sic] Jagose a copy of Cosmopolitani't'y'"
The original working title for this book - "Twentieth-Century Or-

gasm" -was intended as a corrective to the presumption that we know
all that can be usefully known about orgasm. Through the unkind offices
of those whose flaunted knowingness about orgasm functioned in part
as a badge of their modernity, I saw now that the rubric of "twentieth-
century orgasm" simply compounded the problem it meant to address,
for it could most easily be interpreted as not only distinguishing be-
tween orgasms historical and contemporary but also securing that dis-
tinction by reifying modern orgasm as a single, knowable phenomenon,
the twentieth-century kind. (Where previously I had counted as a suc-
cessful instance of everyday pedagogy the moment when a Heathrow
Airport official had paused suspiciously with his stamp hovering over
my passport to ask "What other kind is there?" I now had to worry that
I had unintentionally set him wrong.) Contrariwise, I had intended that
the phrase would function as a reminder that orgasm, as we moderns
encounter it, is not a simple thing. According to this logic, "twentieth-
century orgasm" would operate as a placeholder for a complex constella-
tion of ideas that positions orgasm in diverse, often contradictory, ways.
In framing modern orgasm as a historical subject, I had thought to short-
circuit its invocation as an ahistorical phenomenon, thereby foreground-
ing its specificity and distinctiveness, the unique compactions of cul-
tural meaning that have accrued to orgasm as well as the wide repertory
of narratives that have taken orgasm as their figural vehicle across the
twentieth century. '
My singular lack of success, at least as far as New Zealand's popu-

lar media were concerned, reminded me that laying historical claim

48, "Twenty Questions," Metro, November 2006, 24. This logic recognizably
underpinned much media coverage of the story, including those reports that pre-
dictably focused on the alleged opacity of academic language, Although there were
various versions of this in circulation, they consistently subscribed to the notion of
the "general public" as a touchstone for commonsense knowledge. Even though he
distanced himself from "popular anti-intellectual pl'rcI'pl ions I>f univcrsit y being
the last refuge of pseuds," one rCp()ril'l' slIgg(·,It·d: "'1'11,·,,'\ ,I ',llI,ng possihilit y
that the gl'lll'ral public rout illl'ly 1'''''p'''ill'''H~d by IIII' "1.11~ III1~ditllll1,111)\11,II 1111'
inu-llectu.il Willlkl'''y 01' ,1<',1111'111<'wlllildll't milld ~tllfillt_h WIIl'IOIIi,' 1I11I1I1'y W.IS
K"illg il it~ plll'pi ,MI'wa~iI'l ~I' 'Iflrll lin lilliI'd by rllll.t 111r1('III" (II,I/It/,,\ ,1'/,,, 'Ii'mtl, ,
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to contemporary orgasm is a tricky business. In 1969, Dr. William
Masters predicted that "the 60S will be called the decade of orgasmic
preoccupation." 49 The coauthor with Virginia Johnson of Human Sexual
Response (1966), an influential sexological work that popularly dissemi-
nated a four-phase specification of sexual response in humans culled
from laboratory observation of some ro.ooo orgasms, Masters might
have misrecognized his own preoccupations as those of the decade, That
Masters could so easily overlook expert and popular interest in orgasm,
galvanized by the work of, say, Alfred Kinsey, Wilhelm Reich, Robert
Latou Dickinson, and Marie Stopes, is a reminder of the frequency
with which one's scholarly objects present themselves not just as rele-
vant but indexical to the very historical context in which one happens
to be studying them. This introduction might seem in need of such a re-
minder, given the way its subtitle- "Orgasm and the Long Twentieth
Century" -seems to project its own obsession as historical fact, annex-
ing a phenomenon that has a wider historical relevance for a particular
moment, the historical period stretching from the emergence of a post-
Victorian sexual modernism in the late nineteenth century to the current
moment, which still only thinks of itself as a new century with some
self-consciousness or rhetorical verve. "Orgasm and the Long Twenti-
eth Century" is not intended to delimit the scholarly consideration of
orgasm, however, but is meant to draw attention to a particular instan-
tiation of it, the roughly circumscribed moment from the emergence of
sexual modernism to the present day, in which orgasm emerges as the
privileged figure for a sexuality concerned less with procreation, kinship
Iies, and patronymic lines of inheritance than with, as Michel Foucault
writes, "the sensations of the body, the quality of pleasures, and the na-
Iure of impressions." 50

As a rubric, twentieth-century orgasm potentially unsettles the com-
placent and largely ahistorical sense that, in contrast to various earlier
understandings of orgasm, many of which have proved inaccurate in
light of current medical and scientific knowledges, orgasm shook off
persistent folkloric narratives and emerged as a comprehensively in-
vcstigated and transparently known phenomenon in the twentieth cen-
lury. Rather than presume that, post-Kinsey, post-Hite Report, post-

I~' "SI'X t1~ u SP<'1t:lloor ,';1'"lt," '/)'1111:, II Ilily I')11\) , Ill. Quoted in Wyatt, "Selling
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body as an intensely acculturated object and the ways in which bodies are
always already discursively mediated.
For example, in their introduction to an anthology that demonstrates

how norrnativity is produced and regulated via scientific and popular
discourses that reify social difference at the level of the body, Jennifer
Terry and Jacqueline Urla contextualize as received thinking for post-
Foucauldian scholarship their social-constructionist understanding of
the body, describing as "the now almost commonplace axiom" the idea
that "the modern life sciences and medicine - and, indeed, popular per-
ceptions to which they give rise-have not merely observed and re-
ported on bodies; they construct bodies through particular investigatory
techniques and culturally lodged research goals." Elaborating on what
they identify as a critical truism, Terry and Urla continue:

Bodies do not exist in terms of an a priori essence, anterior to tech-
niques and practices that are imposed upon them. They are neither
transhistorical sets of needs or desires nor natural objects preexist-
ing cultural (and, indeed, scientific) representation, They are effects,
products, or symptoms of specific techniques and regulatory prac-
tices. In short, bodies are points on which and from which the disci-
plinary power of scientific investigations and their popular appropria-
tions is exercised. Knowable only through culture and history, they
are not in any simple way natural or ever free of relations of power."

Without disagreeing with this formulation entirely-that is, acknowl-
edging the complex ways bodies are constituted by networks of power-
it is still possible to balk at the bald claim that bodies are "knowable only
through culture and history." How has this pair of terms, "culture" and
"history," levitated to such transcendental status? And in taking priority
in this fashion, what terms do they exclude from any productive episte-
mological relation to the body?
By way of reflecting on these questions, Elizabeth A. Wilson's recent

compelling demonstrations of the value of biological knowledges for
feminist understandings of embodiment and her concomitant critique
of what she calls "the anti-biologism of contemporary feminist theory"
are invaluable here." Wilson argues that recent feminist theorizations
of the body have both supposed and cont ributcr] t() ";I tlll'()Il't if,1i III ilieu
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that takes biology to be inert, a milieu that, despite its expressed inter-
est in rethinking the body, still presumes that the microstructure of the
body does not contribute to the play of condensation, displacement, and
deferred action that is now so routinely attributed to culture, signifi-
cation or sociality." 59 Noting that, as part of its long-standing critique
of biologically reductive approaches to female embodiment, feminism
has tended to eschew the biological altogether, she cautions that femi-
nists "have come to be astute about the body while being ignorant about
anatomy and that feminism's relations to biological data have tended to
be skeptical or indifferent rather than speculative, engaged, fascinated,
surprised, enthusiastic, amused, or astonished." 60 As a corrective to that
tendency, Wilson argues across her work that by excluding the biological
from its purview-which is to say the anatomical, the biochemical, the
hemodynamic, the metabolic, the neurological, and so on - feminism
limits its points of conceptual purchase on the body in a way that is detri-
mental to its wider ambition to establish the body as a dynamic site of
contestation, She enjoins a reconsideration of the biological as a site for
intricately worked relations among organic, cognitive, psychic, and af-
(ective dimensions of embodiment and therefore as a resource for politi-
cally engaged feminist rethinkings of the body.
Wilson's comments about the almost allergic reaction of feminism to

Ihe biological are pertinent to standard feminist considerations of or-
gasm. Although orgasm has been subject to sustained feminist analy-
sis, the terms under which feminism has tended to stage its encounters
with orgasm have taken the biological to be a cover story or alibi for
misogynist or at least masculinist interests. Consider, for example, the
lilirly standard entry for "orgasm" in a recent sexuality studies handbook
in which the physiological is only mentioned in order to be set aside
oIS unimportant and of little value compared to the illumination offered
by the twin head lamps of culture and history: "Describing orgasm as
" physiological reaction makes it sound as though it is something that
happens to humans everywhere, like digestion or sneezing. But this is
not the case. The experience of orgasm varies greatly in different cul-
IIII'CS and at different times in history." 61While orgasm is, without doubt,

I~. I':, 1\, Wilson, Psychosomatic, "
(iQ, Ii 1\ Wilson, "Gut Feminism," 69.
ii, IIi, ""'Ill, "Urg,ISIIl," 107, SlwI'/,ing 1t,1'; lxx-n nu-nriom-d .ibov« hili il is per-
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subject to cultural and historical variation, it is worth remembering that
the physiological is not in itself a universal, undifferentiated, and stable
domain. It is not necessary to overlook, let alone disparage, the physio-
logical in order to consider orgasm as a culturally and historically specific
phenomenon. Moreover, considering the biological character of orgasm
might profitably open up that phenomenon to new ways of thinking pre-
cluded by an overvaluation of the cultural and the historical as the only
relevant lines of inquiry.
Since the antiphysiological bias of this handbook definition is charac-

teristic of nonscientific analyses of orgasm broadly speaking, it is worth
sticking with as an example." Having dismissed the physiological as in-
adequate to the task of defining orgasm, the handbook entry goes on
to set up a series of binarily opposed terms in which the notion of the
physiological flourishes only insofar as it gives rise to a host of dead ends
that cannot further our understanding of orgasm in any way: "Aphysio-
logical definition of orgasm cannot tell us about the meaning of orgasm
in people's lives. Sexual arousal or orgasm experienced by a person in a
social situation is not equivalent to a single measurable physiological re-
sponse. Physiology concerns itself with bundles of biochemical mecha-
nisms that do not have meaning in themselves. We are unconscious of
many of them. Only through our interpretation of sensations and their
meanings do they become connected with sex in the social sense."63In
this account, the physiological stands corrected by the social, just as the
simple stands corrected by the complex, the quantitative by the qualita-
tive, scientific empiricism by unmediated experience, meaninglessness
by interpretation. But as each term tumbles domino-like to the next, the
inevitability of their falling sufficient spectacle to suspend critical de-
liberation about how it could come out otherwise, we might do well to
pause over the unelaborated assertion that a physiological understand-

the biological specificities of which open onto dynamic interpretative realms more
usually reserved in standard social-constructionist approaches for the cultural and
the historical. For two strong essays that refuse to cordon the biological from the
cultural and accordingly frame digestion as a specifically feminist concern, see
Walton, "Female Peristalsis," and E. A, Wilson, "C;UI Feminism."

62, Thus Stevi Jackson and Sue Scott al'~IIl': '''I'ill' ml'"n,nl-\~ "I' IIII-;,I.,n,cit-rive
from social, nOI biolo~il'al, ~'OI1I('XI' inl'illelilll-\ duo IlU""IIII-\~ IllIlVI'lIlillll,llIy
giVl'II III pilysiolol-\ir," pro('('ss(',' ( ..Emhody IIiK l )rI&IINIII," I' ,,)
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ing of orgasm is of no significance, being presumed beyond the bounds
of sociality and interpretation. The proper domain of physiology, we are
told, are those "bundles of biochemical mechanisms that do not have
meaning in themselves." Although dismissively framed, shouldn't we be
a little curious about those bundled biochemical mechanisms? After all,
nothing is meaningful in itself, not even culture or history, Meaning is,
above all, an effect of relationality, a recursive looping through systems
that might well include the biochemical. Even a brief consideration of
orgasm as an organic event can usefully suggest that physiology cannot
be so straightforwardly sequestered from the social and the meaningful.
Since the 1970S, a prominent strand of feminist discourse on orgasm

has endorsed the sexological reversal- beginning with the work of
Kinsey but more popularly associated with the later work of Masters
and Johnson - that prioritizes the clitoris over the previously celebrated
vagina." Differently inhabiting the same logic that saw the vagina cer-
tified as the proper seat of mature and normal female sexual expression,
feminists have claimed the clitoris as a feminist organ, noting that its
single function is the securing of pleasure and associating it with au-
tonomy and independence to the extent that it exceeds the reproduc-
tive economy and heterosexualizing complementarity that privileged
the vagina. While the clitoris, vagina, and penis are routinely name-
checked in such feminist accounts, these anatomical organs are just as
routinely rehabilitated as the metaphoric vehicles for gendered meanings
and values originating and primarily exercised elsewhere, with little, if
any, consideration given to their neurophysiological structure, capacity,
or function." What difference might it make to consider female genital
anatomy biologically?
In 1998, news of a medical discovery quickly spilled from the specialist

pages of theJournal of Urology to the crossover publication New Scientist
and from there to the global popular media. The clitoris had been discov-

64, See, for example, Atkinson, "The Institution of Sexual Intercourse"; Koedt,
"The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm"; and Shulman, "Organs and Orgasms."

65. Even the important body of feminist work that deals in detail with the
.In,1I011lYof the clitoris tends to focus its analysis on medical and popular represen-
1,lIilll1S or clirorul structure, ('l1lphasizing in classic social-constructionist fashion
1111'1'10('(""'" tof' nihil'." in.,nlplllll' liI;11 I runsforrn morphological form into social
<111'1,111',~(~I~. Ii" ('~ilillpil" I '1111"'''1', 1':IIf{"II,{"",t! SI'I/.\c/liol/.\, ane! Moore and Clarke,
"I 1110".1 <" III1VI'III iOIl~ .lIIeI '1\111I~~n'~~IIIII~'"
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ered. Again." Helen O'Connell, a neurologist at the Royal Melbourne
Hospital, published her findings in a five-page essay with the workaday
title ''Anatomical Relationship between Urethra and Clitoris,"?" Noting
the relative paucity of information about the female perineal anatomy-
in particular its neurovascular supply-and the significance of such in-
formation for developing surgical protocols to avoid or minimize in-
advertent damage to female sexual function, O'Connell and her team
conducted detailed dissections in order to ascertain the structure of the
cavernosal nerves, the nerves supplying the column of erectile tissue that
form the body of the clitoris, and to determine the gross anatomy of the
urethra and clitoris. They found that the clitoris is an extensive" erectile
tissue complex" with a body up to four centimeters in length angling back
from the external glans, flaring out into two arms, or crura, between five
to nine centimeters long, which tether on either side to a bone at the base
of the pelvis (the ischiopubic ramus), and including two cavernous bulbs
some three to seven centimeters long that flank the vaginal cavity, com-
monly referred to in anatomical texts as bulbs of the vestibule, because of
their presumed association with the space onto which the vagina opens."
Under dissection, it was determined that the pudendal nerve branches at
the side wall of the pelvis into the dorsal neurovascular bundle, which
innervates the body and glans of the clitoris, and the bulbar neurovascu-
lar bundle, which innervates the bulbs." In O'Connell's remapping, the
clitoris closely surrounds the urethra on all sides, except where the urethra
is embedded in the anterior vaginal wall, at a place consistent with the
heightened sensitivity sometimes credited to the existence of a G-spot.

66. For an account of the sixteenth-century rediscovery of the clitoris, see Park,
"The Rediscovery of the Clitoris," Lisa Jean Moore and Adele E, Clarke note the
disappearance of the clitoris from the relevant anatomical drawing in the 1948 edi-
tion of the standard anatomical text Greys Anatomy, despite its earlier appearance
and labeling in the 1901 edition. See Moore and Clarke, "Clitoral Conventions and
Transgressions," 271,

67. O'Connell et al., "Anatomical Relationship between Urethra and Clitoris."
68. O'Connell et al., "Anatomical Relationship between Urethra and Clitoris,"

1893.
69. In a later essay, O'Connell respecifies the bulbar ncurovascul.u' hunclle as the

perineal neurovascular bundle and elaborates its 1'I'lalinn 11111 i"~1 III 1111' hulhs hili 10

the urethra, which is consistent with h"I'I',lrlu'l' lill<lllll( 111,111111' ,'1111111' ,llIcilllt'lill',1

,11'1' ,11I"('ly 1'1·1.11,·<1 (( )'e :1111111'11,S,llIj("'\'IIII, ~tIlcl """"", "A IIIlh lIIl Y 001'1111' ( IIIII"~,"
I")" ')1),
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Contrary to then current neuroanatomical understandings of female
genital morphology, O'Connell's team suggested that the clitoris is not
a minute organ located flat to the pubic bone but a substantial three-
dimensional structure extending across the perineal region; that it is
closely connected to the urethra and distal vagina; that, given histologi-
cal and neurological sympathies, the cavernous bulbs previously asso-
ciated with the vagina are more properly part of the clitoral complex;
and that the clitoris has a large and complex neurovascular supply, Given
this range of findings, it is interesting to see that popular restatements
of O'Connell's research tend to fixate on clitoral size, often framing this
as a rejoinder to the cultural devaluation of the clitoris. Thus Susan wil-
liamson opens her article for the New Scientist with "Penis envy may be
a thing of the past. The clitoris, it turns out, is no "little hill" as its deri-
vation from the Greek ... implies. Instead it extends deep into the body,
with a total size at least twice as large as most anatomy texts show, and
tens of times larger than the average person realises." 70 Yet an increase in
size may not sufficiently intervene in social reckonings of clitoral worth,
as a cartoon by Andrew Dyson used to illustrate the story in Melbourne's
daily newspaper, The Age, suggests: it shows a heterosexual couple at
breakfast reading the newspaper. She: "Apparently the clitoris is bigger
than they thought," He: "The what?"
O'Connell's research more promisingly suggests the possibility that

the clitoris need not be conceptualized in opposition to the vagina; that
the clitoris's biological intimacies with not just the vagina but the urethra
also might enable a full-scale abandonment of the psycho morphology
that has, since classical and early modern medical mappings of the body,
persistently divided female erotic capacities against themselves." AI-

70. Williamson, "The Truth about Women,"
71. My use of the word "psychomorphology" here indicates my debt to Valerie

Traub's demonstration that the cultural materials that support Freud's invention of
the vaginal orgasm have a longer history than commonly recognized. See Traub,
"Thc Psycho morphology of the Clitoris."
In subsequent work that extends her investigation of the clitoris through the

IISI' of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), O'Connell has argued more ernphati-
\,dly fill' l'l'g,lrding I ill' dilllris.ls Pilrl of a larger anatomical organization. Although
,I,,· 111,11111,1111, 1111' <I"tllllllllll ",'1\\'('('11 illI' 1111'1'1' const itucnt pilrls, she argues that
Mill IIIVI'''IIK,IIIIIII III' dillll'illll11,'IIIIII,Y,IrIlWS 111,11 "1111' .-lilliri .. 1'1111111'<1 ,I I rianglli.ar
(1IlIll'lc'x wuh Ilrt! IIIt'tll1l1l1iulVIlK!",I,lIo11ll1'ly tlrl~ (,IItIlI'II 111'1'1Itn 'V;lgillOlI "lIl1pll'x"



11II 1I1µ''' "lit' ,,11'1'" ~11l1i1 I,{ clrawing any such conclusion, O'Connell's de-
1,IIlt-d ,1I1,lllIlIlIl.II, neural and vascular specifications of clitoral function
I'lit t)III,lgl'S the possibility that a new biological model might facilitate
.ilrercd eultural understandings. A better grasp of the anatomical affini-
lies and neurological relays among female genital organs might model
new ways of intervening in the complex circuitry of sexual knowledges
that underpins both dominant and resistant cultural and historical nar-
ratives about relations between the clitoris and vagina and those further
relations-between, for example, the civilized and the primitive, men
and women, heterosexuals and homosexuals - that those organs have
been taken to license. Insofar as it offers a resource for renewed critical-
theoretical speculation about female orgasm and erotic pleasure, O'Con-
nell's work demonstrates that there is no reason to presume that the cul-
tural and the biological must be at loggerheads, nor that an emphasis on
the cultural will lend itself to the open-ended possibilities of transfor-
mation while an emphasis on the biological will as inevitably become
bogged down in the inertia of the status quo. Moreover, thinking the
biological with, rather than against, the cultural acknowledges orgasm's
complex discursive profile, the often contradictory ways it is both ex-
perienced and apprehended.

Orgasm s Contradictions

To insist on the discursive ambivalence of orgasm is to resist the common
presumption that, when it manifests, orgasm is an unambiguous thing in
itself, its own process of demystification. Addressing an audience of his
peers at the 1991 First International Conference on Orgasm, the sexolo-
gist John Money could put it this simply: "We use the rule-of-thumb to
test that, no matter how they name it, those who are not sure if they've

(O'Connell and DeLancey, "Clitoral Anatomy," 206r). Noting the inclusivity of
"penis" as a term of anatomical description, O'Connell concludes an even more
recent essay by remarking on the "appeal in using a simple term, the clitoris, to
describe the cluster of erectile tissues responsible for female orgasm. With time
agreement will be reached as to whether the entire cluster of related Iissues (distal
vagina, distal urethra and clitoris including the bulbs, crura, hlldy ,Ilid gl.IIIS) should
be included in thc term clitoris. For now il S('I'II)' '11'1"OIpd,lI~ 1011111111'II", \ "'('111,11'
SI n Il'l III'('SIhill fmlll iI 1111i(i('ci d1I,1t·I',,t" 1011M III, .,lIdl 1'11'1 Iii Ihl)~"~1I11i!11I",~ II' "I('
1 IiIIJI'i," (11'( 1011111'11,'-,;11111'1'\,,111,,lild 11111"'11,"AlIillttlllVlllllir ( 111,'11'," II',,,)
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had an orgasm, almost certainly have not had one."72 This "who feels it,
knows it" school of thought is consistent with one of the most power-
ful and influential constructions of orgasm in the twentieth century, the
sexological production of orgasm as a particular type of neurologically
complex sensory-motor reflex, the exact profile of which continues to be
determined and verified by sustained clinical observation. Central to the
twentieth-century management of sexuality, the reification of orgasm as
something "with a physiology, chemistry, and neurology all its own" is
in part an effect of the modernist imperative to discipline sexual behav-
ior, to quantify the infinitely productive variables of the erotic."
Consider as exemplary in this regard the standardization and stabili-

zation of orgasm in Alfred Kinsey's monumental studies, Sexual Behav-
ior in the Human Male and its companion volume, Sexual Behavior in the
Human Female, both publishing landmarks for twentieth-century under-
standings of sexuality. Defining orgasm in terms of" outlet," Kinsey uses
its alleged stability in order to quantify sexual practice: unless it ends in
orgasm, sexual activity does not count, in the literal statistical sense, as
an event. Noting the difficulty of scientifically distinguishing the spheres
of the erotic and the nonerotic-distinguishing, for example, the so-
cially decorous from the libidinally passionate kiss - Kinsey insists on
the material actuality of orgasm, which he describes variously as "a dis-
tinct and specific phenomenon" and "a concrete unit." 74 For Kinsey,
orgasm makes sex countable. His dogged insistence that there is "no
better unit [than orgasm] for measuring the incidences and frequencies
of sexual activity" enables him to suspend moral distinctions between
different classes of sexual activity, all of which are even-handedly classi-
fied as variations of a basic sexual release." In defining orgasm as a ge-
neric and replicable unit of quantification, Kinsey was part of the process

72. Money, "Orgasmology, the Science of Orgasm," r7.
73- Simon, Postmodern Sexualities, 2I.

74. Kinsey et al., Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, 45-46.
75. Kinsey et al., Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, 46. Paul Robinson notes

rluu Kinsey's methodological reification of orgasm effects "the demotion ofhetero-
svxuul intercourse 10 merely one among a democratic roster of six possible forms of
,,'xlI.II I'Cll'<ISl',"H"hiIiSIlII, '/'/11' Modernisation of Sex, 58. See also Elizabeth Grosz's
l'xll,II('llI cil" II~""II "I ,,1i,11~III'd(·snii>I'soiS "the Kinsey-event," which draws at-
11'1111"11III "II~ 1''',lIlvl' ,"lll1ll~,lIivl' 1'I11'lh, ii' lihi"oIlmy ,111(1il~ lilllilil1g COilSI'

II"I'I""~" (1/11/1' Ihll"'(.I, AI,,>
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whereby orgasm has been specified with increasing precision across the
twentieth century as an embodied event, temporally identified as a defi-
nite and defined period in the successive stages of the human sexual re-
sponse and particularized through such representational technologies as
the electroencephalograph, the electrocardiograph, and magnetic reso-
nance imaging, Yet the more orgasm is materialized through these vari-
ous medical imaging techniques, the less recognizable it seems in rela-
tion to its everyday, nonlaboratory manifestations." Made strange by the
very technologies that would apprehend it more fully, orgasm can seem
to refuse or slip from under the usual protocols of representation,
In suggesting that orgasm resists objectification-resists, that is to

say, the intellectual or affective apprehension that might produce it as
a demarcated or circumscribed event-I am, of course, participating in
an almost equally well-worn discursive tradition that brings orgasm to
figuration by staging it as unrepresentable. This problem of unrepresent-
ability might be conceptualized primarily as a technical difficulty, as can
be seen in the literary modernist project whose experimental interest in
giving form to interiorized subjectivity often takes orgasm as its limit
case. We could think here, for example, of Gertrude Stein's obscurely
erotic ciphers, which have exercised generations of critics, or of D. H.
Lawrence's ploddingly lyrical accounts of sex, which draw awkwardly
on both romantic literary and sexological discourses for their framing
of orgasm, or of James Joyce's noted stream of consciousness, in which
orgasm is not only a narrative event but a figure for narration itself. Let's
take, as a productive instance, however, the often-cited passage from
Virginia Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway, in which Mrs. Dalloway ascends the
stairs to her attic bedroom on a swarm of thoughts that typify the narra-
tion's formal innovation:

Only for a moment; but it was enough. It was a sudden revelation, a
tinge like a blush which one tried to check and then, as it spread, one
yielded to its expansion, and rushed to the furtherest verge and there
quivered and felt the world come closer, swollen with some astonish-

76. This is consistent with John Wiltshire's observation "WI "medicine's con-
quest of the body, .. required the gradual foreclosure Ill' ,,,i>i''ll iVI' ,'xlH'ril'ncc"
("The Patient Writes Back," -10 'II), As .I.lllk(· lrv im- I,II·.I'I\'''' til tI'l.tllllll III sex
11101'('l-',(·lIl'r.tlly:"Kills('y ,lIleIMoI,I('!",,lItti .100\111''''11I IIIIIIII·tI,lillII'd, ,lIlIllItI''''III'I'eI
I>I'It.t\illl; St'\ 11'.1' tli.,lill ..d illill '1111I'li"""I1~IV,1I'IIIIII'dYI'I,lhm"iI Ilittr""I',lIi7.llhlr·
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ing significance, some pressure of rapture, which split its thin skin and
gushed and poured with an extraordinary alleviation over the cracks
and sores. Then, for that moment, she had seen an illumination; a
match burning in a crocus; an inner meaning almost expressed. But
the close withdrew; the hard softened. It was over-the moment."

What kind of "moment" is this that begins as a duration, a span of time,
but ends as a designation of a thing, some object or event? Evoking with-
out ever specifying its content, this passage mimics the phenomenologi-
cal temporalities and carnalities of orgasm. To the extent that it could
be said to describe orgasm, this passage secures its representation via
an oscillation between strategies of opacity and specificity, the stream
of suggestive verbs - spread, rushed, quivered, gushed, and poured-
scarcely able to maintain secure connections to their ungendered pro-
nominal subjects, the described "moment" turning on the surreal mon-
tage of the match and the crocus but being snuffed out before it can con-
geal as meaning.
The narrowly technical or literal understanding of the difficulty of

representing orgasm that literary modernism addresses-as does hard-
core pornography-is amplified by a further contingent or strategic
sense, as is evident when the feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz medi-
tates on what it might mean to write about orgasm."

Originally, I had planned to write this essay on female sexuality, and
particularly on female orgasm. After much hope, and considerable

77. Woolf, Mrs. Dalloway, 36.
78, Ifliterary modernism represents one aesthetic project that takes orgasm as its

indexical problem, hard-core pornography is another that similarly strives to regis-
11'1'orgasm in the field of vision, its visual capture of the evidential proof of orgasm
('xlcnding and literalizing various attempts of moving-image technology to reveal
Ihe truth of the human body. Discussing a description of sex from Lady Chatterley's
Lover; Nancy Armstrong makes just such a connection between literary modernist
oIlidpornographic endeavors: "Like the pornographic film, the passage produces an
"I>jt,t.:tIhat could not be visualized by any other means, And like the pornographer,
I .rwu-nrv uses female orgasm to represent the boldest expression of human desire:
ooItH'''linl-',Icgisll'rillg on the mind, because it happens within the body, but some-
liillig IIt,111'llId('s vi,iltilily, 1>1'(,,11,,('wh.u happens on the surface of the body stands
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anguish that Iwould be unable to evoke the languid pleasures and in-
tense particularities of female orgasm (hardly a project for which the
discipline of philosophy, or, for that matter, psychoanalysis, could
provide adequate theoretical training!), I abandoned this idea, partly
because it seemed to me to be a project involving great disloyalty-
speaking the (philosophically) unsayable, spilling the beans on a vast
historical "secret," one about which many men and some women have
developed prurient interests; and partly because I realized that at the
very most, what I write could be read largely as autobiography, as the
"true confessions" of my own experience, and have little more than
anecdotal value. I could have no guarantees that my descriptions or
analyses would have relevance to other women."

With some optimism and more than a little trepidation, Grosz describes
the prospect of writing an essay on female orgasm. Although it gives her
pause, it is not finally the literal difficulty of specifying and defining the
essential characteristics of female orgasm that make her beg off her origi-
nal plan. Although she considers that she doesn't have the formal train-
ing for it, she remains confident that the apparently leisured rhythms of
female orgasm and its peculiar distinctiveness might nevertheless be dis-
ciplined into description. It is, rather, for two other reasons, no less con-
nected to the problem of representation that female orgasm constitutes,
that Grosz abandons her idea and turns her critical attention elsewhere.
What stops the feminist philosopher in her traces is not finally a tech-

nical problem caused by the difficulty of representing orgasm but an
ethical one attentive to the dilemmas attendant on puch representation,
First, Grosz reflects that it is the historical status of female orgasm as un-
representable, at least within certain disciplinary traditions, that means
any attempt to bring it to representation collaborates with those cultural
forces bent on making it yield its secret truth - forces oddly unspecified
yet evident in the "prurient interests" of "many men and some women."
According to a tactically tautological logic, by dint of being "(philo-
sophically) unsayable," female orgasm must remain unrepresented. Sec-
ond, she reasons that any account she might give of female orgasm risks
being received as autobiographically disclosing, a judgment she appears
to second when she allows that other women may lind nol IIing apposite
in her account. Here, the "intense parI icularit it·., ,,( li'1I1,d,· org'I~Ill" have
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contracted so tightly that they can suffer no generalization whatsoever,
being applicable only to the singular individual who experiences them
and, therefore, of little relevance to any other. Even though they are
here self-reinforcing, the two reasons Grosz offers for her critical shift
subscribe to quite different understandings of orgasm, both in promi-
nent twentieth-century circulation. The distinction can be grasped most
securely when it is understood that the first explanation hinges on dis-
loyalty, the second on irrelevance. In arguing that her representation
of female orgasm would constitute an act of gender treachery, Grosz
represents orgasm as a shared experience that is communal insofar as it
binds her impersonally to the imaginary population constituted by her
gender; in arguing that it would be inconsequential, she represents it as a
highly particularizing and distinctive event, experienced as idiosyncratic
almost to the point of alienation.
If one of the difficulties of stabilizing orgasm as an object of intellec-

tual consideration is its imbrication in the spaces and temporal rhythms
of everyday life, another is its apparent transcendence of the routine and
the commonplace, its association with sublimity and even death. In addi-
tion to being an everyday phenomenon, a bodily capacity routinely asso-
ciated with normalizing regimes of health, orgasm is also widely under-
stood to access experiential spaces beyond those of the ordinary, as an
experience of self-shattering that takes one beyond the range of normal
human experience. But we might want to question why orgasm is par-
ticularly associated with such heightened states of transcendence and
other worldliness. Certainly there are plenty of other phenomena that
might equally be associated with such states. Sleep, for instance. Or the
"rush" associated with certain drugs and the milder "buzz" attributed to
alcohol. A sneeze, even. In his meditation on the business of smoking,
Richard Klein connects these same properties to the smoking of a ciga-
rette. "The moment of taking a cigarette," he writes, "allows one to open
.t parenthesis in the time of ordinary experience, a space and a time of
heightened attention that give rise to a feeling of transcendence, evoked
I!trough the ritual of fire, smoke, cinder connecting hand, lungs, breath,
.md mouth. It procures a little rush of infinity that alters perspectives,
however slightly, and permits, albeit briefly, an ecstatic standing out-
~icl(·of' OIlI'Sl,If." KII Moreover, if other objects or practices can as reliably
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effect an escalation beyond the mundane that constitutes our every-
day, we might consider those instances, surely not infrequent, when or-
gasm might be quite workaday, not self-transcendent at all or barely, As
Lauren Berlant writes: "For instance, orgasm seems to make you shat-
teringly different than your ego was a minute ago, but in another minute
you are likely to be doing something utterly usual, like pis sing, whisper-
ing, looking away, or walking into the kitchen and opening the refrig-
erator door." 81

So if twentieth-century orgasm is biological and cultural, represent-
able and unrepresentable, as well as personal and impersonal, it is also
and at once worldly and out of this world. Yet these are only a few of the
many contradictions that structure what orgasm can mean in the twenti-
eth century: twentieth-century orgasm is also innate and acquired; vol-
untaryand involuntary; mechanistic and psychological; literal and figu-
rative; trivial and precious; social and asocial; modern and postmodern;
liberating and regulatory; an index for autonomy and self-actualization as
well as for interpersonal and communal attachment; the epitome and the
extinction of erotic pleasure; and indifferent and intrinsic to taxonomic
categories of sexual difference and sexual orientation. These oppositions
are not entirely specific to orgasm or without precedent: they draw their
contradictory charge from the historic processes whereby sexuality has
come to constitute a framework of intelligibility for sex. Noting the ways
in which "something legitimately called sex or sexuality is all over the
experiential and conceptual map," Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick argues that
"sex / sexuality does tend to represent the full spectrum of positions be-
tween the most intimate and the most social, the most predetermined
and the most aleatory, the most physically rooted and the most symboli-
cally infused, the most innate and the most learned, the most autono-
mous and the most relational traits of being," 82Orgasm's structuring
contradictions, then, are evidence of their intrinsic intimacy with the
epistemological contours of modern sexuality. As such, they cannot be
explained away or even decisively arbitrated. Far from producing a cul-
tural history of orgasm in the twentieth century, then, I am interested in
the ways twentieth-century orgasm cannot be persuaded to pull itself
together in a single authorizing narrative.

X,. 111'11.1111,('1/11'1 ()/'/II11/'III1, 1,17,
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An Orgasm That Can Be Read Two Ways

Abandoned to his horniness by his lover's inconveniently falling asleep, a
man gets out of bed and goes to the baths. Soon he is the center of a tight
knot of attention, fucked by one man, his nipples sucked by another, his
cock jerked in another's fist while a circle of men stand about him, touch-
ing themselves and watching. He knows himself in that moment to be the
subject of a pleasure that plays across a broader bandwidth than his or any
single body, a collective pleasure that articulates itself via the particu-
larities of these bodies gathered at the bathhouse, whose defining char-
acteristics are, as the man notes, their "potential interchangeability." 83
When his orgasm descends, it cleaves him from the collective body but
only to unpick his own sense of embodied selfhood and set him adrift
in an existential stammer: "I, my identity, was more and more my body
so 1/ it cried out with each released breath, not to express myself but as
a by-product of physical absorption. But the spasms that were not me
overtook and became me .. , . I felt like a tooth being pulled." 84At once
himself and not himself, fastened so tightly to the brute exigencies of his
body that he loses the outline of his own identity only to have that iden-
tity, reworked and unfamiliar, attach newly to him, the man describes
himself in orgasm as a tooth under extraction, some intimate component
being wrenched into a new configuration. In a moment of postcoital re-
flection, the man thinks about the genre of orgasm he has just had: "Get-
ling fucked and masturbated produces an orgasm that can be read two
ways, like the painting of a Victorian woman with her sensual hair piled
up who gazes into the mirror of her vanity table. Then the same lights
and darks reveal a different set of contours: her head becomes one eye,
Ihe reflection of her face another eye and her mirror becomes the dome
of a grinning skull / woman / skull / woman / skull- I wanted my or-
!4asm to fall between those images. That's not really a place. I know."85
Negotiating an inhabitable space for himself inside those overdeter-
mined narratives that render gay masculinity-especially a gay mascu-
linity transfigured at the scene of its own erotic thrall-in terms offemi-
ninity or death, the man figures his orgasm in terms of an optical illusion
"Ihat can 1)(' I'lwl two ways."
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These postorgasmic musings of the man in the bathhouse have stuck
with me in part because this figuration of orgasm is itself a figure for how
to think about orgasm, how to take orgasm as a scholarly object. Like the
man at the bathhouse, I also want to think about how orgasm falls be-
tween or across particular culturally luminous scenes that seem initially
to have little to do with each other. Just as he, strung between the grati-
fications of ass and cock, knows that orgasm" can be read two ways," so,
too, have I come to realize that the best of orgasm is its multivalent pro-
ductivity, its availability for being read two, three, many ways. Sowhen
the man at the bathhouse represents his orgasm in terms of Charles Allan
Gilbert's famous illustration All Is Vanity, which toggles its viewer be-
tween the visual shocks of beauty and mortality, I am usefully reminded
that the discursive ambivalence of orgasm is a consequence of its pro-
miscuous availability to innumerable sighrlines. If the place that orgasm
holds open is "not really a place," that is because, like the optical illu-
sion it recalls, orgasm resists being constituted as a stable, visible ob-
ject, refusing to be pinned down by anything that might mistake itself
for normal or universal perception and focusing attention instead on the
processes of perception themselves." In its insistent and unpredictable
switch between registers, not one thing more than another, orgasm fig-
ures less its own essential truths than the contingency and partiality of
interpretation, which is itself always perspectival.
The difficulty of stabilizing orgasm sufficiently, of getting a schol-

arly bead on it without losing a feel for the ephemeral multivalence that
makes it such a critically productive figure in the first place, meant there
was a stretch of time during which I feared - coritrary to the vast and
ever-expanding catalogue of quasi-anthropological things about which
the opposite is readily claimed-orgasm might not be good to think
with. It is, however, the inchoate discursive energies of orgasm, some

86. In his consideration of this passage from jack the Modernist, Earl Jackson,
following Lacan's famous reading of Holbein's The Ambassadors, reads Gilbert's
painting as an example of anamorphosis. Although he is not strictly correct in his
identification of this image as anamorphic - he also misattributes The Ambassadors
to Rembrandt- Jackson's reading of Cluck's novel in terms of it spccularity "not
figured as an impossible position of active, lIniV('rsitlizing IOllkIllf'",t g,II,(' .ippropri-
ating the world as an exhaustively intl'IIigih'" ""il" I. lotll 1.ltllI'l 1t~;1 li(,leI(If visi
hiliry" IIsto("IIyicil'nlifi('s iiII' way l"I·"Pli"dlllll.lon IlIlr~Ii"ltld~ 1111' I 11111Ing<'1lly
lIt' illt"rpn'I,lIlvI' 111"'1""'1iVI", "1'1' I':, I'"'K_' III, ,\',,,,,,/(,,,, "11)~I'lill"11,~I J
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of which I have tried to sketch here, that guarantee its vitality as a criti-
cal term. Although in use in sexological and related literatures, "orgas-
mology" is not a word officially recognized in dictionaries." As a title,
then, "orgasmology" is intended to capitalize on the maverick energies
of orgasm's various double binds. The Scrabble-board query that" orgas-
mology" elicits- "Is that a word?" -suggests something of its implau-
sibility, the way the term is hardly able to hold itself together, threaten-
ing to come apart at the seam where unschooled" orgasm" tries to stitch
itself up with learned" ology." The appeal of" orgasmology" rests in the
term's capacity to lay simultaneous claim to the scholarly and the ironic,
the suffixat once conferring legitimacy on orgasm as the basis for a co-
herent field of study, much in the same way the neologism "sexology"
authorizes sex as the object of scientific scrutiny, and mocking the pre-
tension to any such legitimation, much in the way that the joke of the
futuristic orgasm-inducing machine in Woody Allen's Sleeper is ampli-
fiedby being dubbed an orgasmatron.
If orgasmology suggests that a field ofknowledge might properly co-

here about orgasm as a scholarly object, it also suggests that such a field
ismore a fantasy formation than a disciplinary one." Nevertheless, it is
mywager here and in subsequent chapters that the highly charged figure

87. Andre Bejin coined the term in an essay first published in 1982 ("The Decline
of the Psychoanalyst and the Rise of the Sexologist") to describe a historic shift in
lite sexological project of the mid-twentieth century, in which a behaviorist focus
on sexual practice singles out orgasm as its rationalized unit of calculation and, in-
rrcasingly, therapeutic intervention. For Bejin, "orgasmology" is a term of dispar-
,Igement, but even that is not sufficient to prevent its being positively revalued by
IlilCof the very sexologists the term was intended to indict. In an article that traces
IiII.!neologism specifically to Bejin's article, Money claims "orgasmology" as a term
iluu "promises to destigmatize the scientific study of human coition and give it
Il'gitimacy as a phenomenon of research, Scientifically it gives stage center to the
I.t'llilh of personal sexuoerotic experience, instead of relegating it to an inconspicu-
OilSniche in the science of reproductive behavior" ("Orgasmology," 25).

HH. Certainly Reich found that taking orgasm as his scholarly object meant
dhitlldoning or at least tracking back and forth across the crisply defined limits of
II,I<litional scholarly disciplines, "To most people, it is inconceivable how I could
pllssihly work simuli.nu-ously in so many diverse fields as psychology, sociology,
I'lly,,"logy, ,111<1 now ,tI"olllolllf',y,"IIt, writes, cxplaining that there is no alternative
KIVI'lIt",tl "tlil'III}i,/IIII' 1111' tilt ,II1'"1111 of 1'1'1I"1('lIharising in tlu- Iields (If psychol-
IIgy, 'I~wI·1I 'I~pltyftinllll()', hlt,llIHY !"Id ,III 11I11I~:y"(/1", Joilll"'"'' ,/11,,· ("}I"I/II, I~),
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of twentieth-century orgasm might prove useful for contemporary sexu-
ality studies. While I am not suggesting that orgasm enjoys any privi-
leged relation to sexuality, the efficacy of orgasm as a conceptual term is
due not to some intrinsic quality of orgasm itself, but to the way it falls
across or slips between the categories of analysis more commonly used
to investigate sexuality in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and
feminist studies. As a term, "orgasm" lets us take a break from the criti-
cal traditions and conceptual paradigms that have patterned our under-
standing of sexuality." If I pursue orgasm as my organizing principle
here, it is not because I think a grand interventionist narrative might be
founded in its name. Rather, my hunch about its conceptual efficacy de-
rives from its being beside the point, the fact that orgasm is mostly re-
garded as tangential to the major structuring rubrics of sexuality studies.
Again, the elasticated semantic reach of"orgasmology" proves useful.

For, even as it attests to the impossibility of orgasm's constituting a field
of knowledge in the traditional disciplinary sense, orgasmology keeps in
circulation the valuable idea that orgasm, when considered as the focus
for critical inquiry, might productively ground scholarship insofar as it
has the capacity to reorder axiomatic knowledges, to make a different
sense of the schematic systems by which sexuality is defined and inves-
tigated. Since orgasm is neither an identity nor even an act, in the strict
and strictly modern sense in which that term is customarily formulated,
a consideration of twentieth-century orgasm as a resolutely historical
formation holds open for critical engagement an interpretative space be-
tween sexual identity and sexual act, the coordinates that have signifi-
cantly structured the regulation of modern sexuality and, consequently,

89· I borrow the vocabulary of taking a break from Janet Halley whose call to
take a break from feminism - "not kill it, supersede it, abandon it; immure, immo-
late, or bury it" - is strategically made as a way of advocating some critical airtime
for thinking about sexuality in terms that are not committed in advance to feminist
analyses of sex-gender systems. The payoff of such a strategy, in Halley's view, is
the possibility of generating new hypotheses that might, perhaps inevitably, con-
flict with feminist ones - the splits between different theories being for Halley a
source of vitality for the ongoing business of theorizing the political-and hence
might generate spaces of heterogeneity and even sometimes incoherence inside of
which received understandings of what n('l'<is10hI' <I.,nl' ,.1111", It,h".,hl'ci and nl'go-
li,lIeel. SI'(' ""II('y, Sid;, /)1'1'/.,;(11/,\, II],
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much of sexuality studies to date."? Indentured to no particular sexual
formation or behavior, orgasm overrides, even as it makes increasingly
fine distinctions between, more stable and authoritative categories of
sexual classification. Central to, and yet not definitive of, the range of
practices and identities that knit up sexuality as it has come to be known,
the allegedly common language of orgasm marks a productive fault line
for queer understandings of the body and sexual desire, giving rise to a
different framework for thinking historically about sexual subjectivity
and practice in the twentieth century and, no doubt, beyond.

90. The "sex act," itself a modern notion, has been semantically transformed
across the long twentieth century. Peter Cryle's The Telling of the Act argues per-
suasively that the conception of sex as "an act" is a distinctively modern cultural
production to be distinguished from earlier conceptualizations of sexual pleasure,
from, for example, eighteenth-century understandings of the erotic arts. At the be-
ginning of the twentieth century, the sex act, sometimes called the "sexual act," is
used to index general and typical instances of sexual congress, in which sex is con-
ceived as a single and repeatable narrative event with a generically recognizable
profile. Accordingly, in I918 in Married Love, Marie Stopes refers to "the complete
sex-act" (68), by which she means penile-vaginal intercourse culminating in simul-
taneous orgasm. A version of this usage persists in late twentieth-century sexual
discourses: Stephen Heath, for example, disparages what he sees as the customary
understanding of the sex act in terms of a universalizing narrative of "encounter,
preliminaries, penetration, climax" (Questions of Cinema, 188). More recently - and
most prominently in the discourses of safe sex and HIV prevention that emerged in
the 1980s the same terminology has come increasingly to refer to the culturally
shared and spt'l'ifiahl(' u-chniques of the body, the microevents that constitute the
sexual r('p('J'loin', In thi, ~I'II"(', II,,· ~('X <Il'l refers less to the singularity of sex as an
('Will 11',111 10 I[u- 'fll,.-ifl(, 1('1"'111,,101(', ,11111I ,1I1"'I'I"hlc bodily procedures or cngagl'-
1111'111, Ihal IIIII-\ht ':011"1111111' Ihl' "(liIiPOIlI'III~ "I .1 mor« hroadly d(·IIIII·<I 'I'XII," ('11-
I'I'"III<'L
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